A knowledge of the history ol: the language and literature in the
languages selected will be required.
There will be three papers in each of the two languages selected.
classical languages:—
The first paper in Arabic and Sanskrit will be on Prose (75
marks) and History ol' Literature (25 marks); the second
paper will be on Poetry (75 marks), and Rhetoric and Prosody
(25 marks); and the third paper will be as follows:—
akaijic:—Translation from Arabic into Urdu .. 40 marks.
Translation i'rom Urdu into Arabic ,. 40     „
Grammar	..	.. 20     „
:—Translation from Sanskrit into Urdu 35 „
Translation i'rom Urdu into Sanskrit 35 „
(jrtunniar	..	.. oO „
The arrangement of the first and second papers in Persian will be
the same as of those in Arabic and Sanskrit. The third paper
will be as follows;—
Translation from Urdu into Persian      .. oO marks.
Composition	.. 40      „
Arabic Grammar	12 ")   ~n
Translation from Arabic into Urdu IS J   du     »
modern languages :— t
The first and second papers in Modern Languages will be the
same as in Arabic and Sanskrit, but the first paper in Urdu
will contain a question on precis-writing which would cany
not less than 10 marks.
The distribution of marks in the 1st and 2nd papers hi Tclugu
and Kanaresc will be as follows:—
Paper   I	Prose	..	..	50 marks,
Drama	..	..	50     ,,
Paper II	Poetry	..	..	50     „
History of Literature	..	25     „
Prosody and Rhetoric	..	25     „
The third paper in all the Modern Languages with the exception
of Urdu will be on composition (75 marks) and precis-writing
(25 marks).
The third paper in Urdu will be on composition (70 marks) and
Hindi Bhasha (30 marks). There will be two questions on
Bhasha one being on translation from Urdu into Bhasha (18
marks) and the other on translation from Bhasha into Urdu
(12 marks).

